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„We believe that all humans
should commit to achieving the goal,
before this decade is out, of fighting
the climate crisis and reaching the
UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) to save the Earth for our
kids and future generations.“
Harald Neidhardt
CEO & Curator
Futur/io Institute

„Before This Decade Is Out“ is an international initiative by Futur/io Institute to mobilize our community to engage in committing to
sustainable actions and climate goals within our decade to 2030 - to set the foundations for a sustainable habitat. We owe this to our future
generations - and to ourselves.
You, me – it starts with every one of us. 60 years ago, John F. Kennedy set the goal of landing a man on the moon “Before This Decade Is
Out”. They did not know how, but they knew it had to be done. Today, we all need to be as ambitious to save our planet.
Apart from then, we have advanced scientifically - gained a lot of insights and knowledge, developed new technologies and are globally
connected. Today, it seems, it is more about our commitment, our real-life contributions to enable the change we need.
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This publication is a collection of international voices, articles, excerpts, interviews, and statements from our community of thought leaders,
climate ambassadors, shapers, and passionate individuals and experts. It aims to raise awareness on this decade‘s major climate crisis and
inspire action on all levels, from individuals to communities, across industries, nations, and organizations:
• Capture a set of actionable insights on how to make a difference at scale in combatting the climate crisis
• Identify key issues for leaders to understand and manage the challenge and opportunity
• Leverage a global community to agree on and provide scalable approaches balancing societal, governance, or private sector challenges

Business

Society

Policy

Leadership

What are exemplary first steps when
corporate leaders try to make a difference? How to position actionable targets in
the organization and achieve scale? How
to create an ecosystem of partners to
support the change?

How can we as consumers, employees, or
citizens make a difference? What can we
influence today and what do we need to
do to exponentially increase our reach?
How can we leverage our networks to
actively support climate call-to-actions?

The current policies have a significant impact on how quickly actions can be taken
to deliver value at scale: How can policies
evolve into strong catalysts for climate
solutions, while maximizing the benefits
for both society and industry?

Decisive actions require commitment: It‘s
about people, enabling each and every
one of us to leverage our mandate for
change - in industry, society, and policy.
Personal commitment is key to drive climate call-to-actions we desperately need.
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„If we look at the world post 2030, even
assuming if the SDGs have been implemented,
how do we create a world that is the best
version of itself?“
„Right now we have the SDGs which is our
attempt to solve 2015s problems by 2030 but
no one is looking at 2030s problems as they are
happening, as we speak, and trying to pre-empt
them and stop them from happening… we keep
trying to plug holes without looking at the corealiment and how to handle it in a way that
doesn’t keep permanently producing problems.”
Youssef Nassef
Director, Adaptation
UN Climate Change, UNFCCC
Futur/io Online Event February, 2021
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Harald Neidhardt

Preface: Code Red

“If we combine forces now, we
can avert climate catastrophe.
But, as today’s report makes
clear, there is no time for delay
and no room for excuses.
I count on government leaders
and all stakeholders to
ensure COP26 is
a success.”

The 17 UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) have been created in the
same year of the 2015 Paris Agreement.
The SDGs are set out to be achieved by
2030, the end of this decade. Although
many sub-goals are defined, humanity is
standing in an uphill battle to reach them.
As of today, many innovations that the
world needs – especially to solve the climate crisis – have not been invented yet,
let alone been financed.
60 year ago, the world was at a similar
cross-roads – the USA was in a cold war
with Russia. The space race was is high

gear when Yury Gagarin became the first
human in space – and President John F.
Kennedy set out to address the Congress:
“I believe that this nation should commit
itself to achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon
and returning him safely to the earth.”
JFK asked the nation to achieve the unthinkable. To imagine that this goal can be
achieved in an unbelievable timeframe.
To trust that this moonshot mission will
inspire new industries to collaborate to
solve this challenge. Sounds familiar?

António Guterres
UN Secretary-General

We live in unprecedented times. While the
planet is going through the second winter
of the Covid 19 pandemic, we are watching world leaders, heads of states and
leading scientists work on a significant
step towards keeping the Paris Agreement in check.
We are publishing this preview to our
upcoming publication during the time
of COP26 in Glasgow and will be on the

ground listening to the achievements,
learning from the discussions and the noise around COP26, that we expect to hear
in the streets and on social media.
This is “Code Red for Humanity” as UN Secretary-General António Guterres described the recent IPCC report, that was published in August of 2021. He urges world
leaders and all stakeholders to act now to
avoid the climate catastrophe.
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„We are the generations that have the historic
chance to avoid the immediate threat and
prevent irreversible changes to our home planet –
before this decade is out.“
Harald Neidhardt
CEO & Curator
Futur/io Institute

Now, before this decade is out – we all
need to hear the calling to do our part to
innovate, collaborate and co-create towards achieving a new moonshot for our
planet. This ‘Earthshot’ will be a challenge
that we need to win with everything that
we know today, and with a passionate
ambition and all that innovative ingenuity
that humanity is capable of. We all need
to show up.
I am impressed by the power of the young
activists on the streets and in the courts,

and we need to carry this passion into our
organisations, the labs and startups that
are here not only because of the impact
that they can achieve but also addressing
the unprecedented chance to use our economic powers to achieve ecological breakthroughs.
It is our mission to inspire corporate leadership, creative minds and innovators to
become the change makers that we need
to see in this world and to co-create desirable futures for generations to come.
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„The world is on track for catastrophic
3°C warming and climate systems are
at a tipping point. Governments and
corporates need to drive down global
emissions as fast as humanly possible,
while also investing in solutions that
remove carbon from the atmosphere –
we need negative emissions.“
Teresa Hartmann
Lead, Climate and Nature
World Economic Forum

Marc Buckley

Climate Reality

Climate Reality:
Regeneration for
a World That Works
for Everyone!

It is actually how it has always worked.
October 18, 2021
The biggest transformative innovation in
human history will be the collective discovery and recognition that we are all part of
a Symbiotic Earth, meaning our health is a
microcosm of the world around us. When
the way we live and all we do is in symbiosis as a regenerative operating system for
humanity we will finally be able to keep
pace with our world. Restoring and contributing to a regenerative balance within
the safe operating spaces of our planeta-

ry boundaries. Putting humanity at pace
with an exponentially growing world and
cooperating to an overall slowing as humanity balances into quantum tunneling.
Symbiosis is an ecological phenomenon
and a major mode of evolutionary innovation that has been ignored for far too
long.
So let us take a step back for a Cosmic
Perspective or the Overview Effect in order to bring in some clarity, answers to
our problems, possibly show us a way
forward. We also need to apply some

Big History learnings to know what models and frameworks have already been
tried which should give us an idea of
what not to repeat and a sense of the
role we play on this Spaceship Earth.
The basic elements of life that make up
our bodies are the same elements and
more that make up Earth. We crawled
out of the primordial soup of our earth
and eventually walked out of the plains of
the Savannah’s in Africa. This was and is a
very regenerative process. The 4.5 Billion
year birth of our Earth in a centric timeline
shows the beginning of life emerging first
with bacteria at around 3.8 Billion years.
Which is consistent with the makeup of
the human body which is made up of -100
Trillions of microbial cells and -2 Million
Microbial genes keeping our human cells
and genes in balance and check to the fact
that we have more in common with our
earth and nature than we think.
“The climate crisis is not a science problem. It is a human problem. The ultimate
power to change the world does not reside in technologies. It relies on reverence,
respect, and compassion for ourselves,
for all people, and all life. This is regeneration.” (Paul Hawken, Regeneration Ending:
the climate crisis in one generation)

In 1924, Boris Mikhaylovich Kozo-Polyansky wrote a book called Symbiogenesis:
A New Principle of Evolution, in which he
reconciled Darwin’s natural selection as
the eliminator and symbiogenesis as the
innovator.
Dr. Lynn Margulis started a scientific revolution. Hers is the story of a scientific rebel who challenged the male-dominated
scientific community and proposed a new
approach to understanding life.
The Leonardo da Vinci Society for the
Study of Thinking inducted Dr. Lynn Margulis as a member and recognized her as
“one of the world‘s greatest living thinkers.” Citing her revolutionary work on the
origin of nucleated cells (Serial Endosymbiotic Theory) and her collaboration with
James Lovelock on Gaia Theory. Quoting
from the Society‘s press release. „Dr. Lynn
Margulis, through her revolutionary life‘s
work in theoretical biology, has enhanced
the intellectual progress of mankind...
Heralded as one of the most original thinkers of our era, Professor Margulis has
authored more than 130 scientific articles
and 10 books.
The dominant theory of evolution (often
called neo-Darwinism) holds that new
species arise through the gradual accu-
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“The nitrogen in our DNA, the
calcium in our teeth, the iron
in our blood, the carbon in our
apple pies were made in the
interiors of collapsing stars.
We are made of starstuff.”
Carl Sagan
Cosmos, Page 141,
Published May 3rd, 1980

mulation of random mutations, which are
either favored or weeded out by natural
selection. Natural Selection, Survival of
the Fittest, Only the Strong Survive, DogEat-Dog, and Severe Competition have
crept into every part of Humanity and our
interactions with each other. Neo-Liberalism and Neo-Darwinism have become
more than just terms or divisions among
Humanity but an actual Human Condition
that is held on to as how Humanity and
more so the World Works. My hope and
desire are that you will feel free and relie-

ved from all the anger, angst, frustrations
once you also come to the realization and
understanding that this is absolutely NOT
how the world works or has to. Repeating
history instead of learning from it, facing
collapse, economic bubbles, continual
struggles, suffering, and conflict can be a
thing of the past as a collective learning
lesson in history for Humanity.
Symbiosis is an ecological phenomenon
where one kind of organism lives in physical contact with another. Long-term sym-

biosis leads to new intracellular structures, new organs and organ systems, and
new species as one being incorporates
another being that is already good at something else. This major mode of evolutionary innovation has been ignored for
too long. It is time we help everyone understand Symbiosis and what it means for
humanity to live on a symbiotic earth that
is inherently regenerative on all levels.
The human genome can combine in trillions of ways to make a human. I believe we
have a pretty good idea of how we were
made. Currently we have a population of
close to 7.8 billion. The information that
is important to ask or know is how many
humans have ever been born? And what
is the likelihood or chances of being born
at all? The latest estimates as of October
2021 is about 117 billion have ever been
born. Which is a 1 in 400 trillion if not 1
in 400 Quadrillion and most likely 1 in
102,685,000 chance of being born, so basically zero chance.
“We are going to die, and that makes us
the lucky ones. Most people are never going to die because they are never going to
be born. The potential people who could
have been here in my place but who will
in fact never see the light of day outnumber the sand grains of the Sahara. Certainly, those unborn ghosts include greater

poets than Keats, scientists greater than
Newton. We know this because the set of
possible people allowed by our DNA so
massively exceeds the set of actual people. In the teeth of these stupefying odds, it
is you and I, in our ordinariness, that are
here. We privileged few, who won the lottery of birth against all odds, how dare we
whine at our inevitable return to that prior
state from which the vast majority have
never stirred?”
Richard Dawkins, Unweaving the Rainbow: Science, Delusion and the Appetite
for Wonder
We have heard it before: live every day
as if it were your last. Did we understand
why and that we actually already won the
lottery? The probability of our existence
is staggering. Yes, we can be motivated
by Steve Jobs who advised to look in the
mirror and tell ourselves to live today as it
was your last. I do not believe in miracles
but this is something to celebrate being
alive, to make the most out of every moment and like Horace Mann said: “Be ashamed to die until you have scored a victory for humanity.”
My mentor Dr. Fritjof Capra who wrote the
academic textbook on The Systems View
of Life was having a discussion with me on
my podcast Inside Ideas about Regenera-
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tion and how it has become the buzzword
over the last 3 years from Regenerative
Agriculture to Regenerative Economic models. As an alumni of The Systems View of
Life and Capra Courses from Dr. Capra I
have come to a new scientific understanding of life. The understandings and systems science below comes from these
studies Dr. Capra and his numerous references to those scientists who brought
this science forward.
During the last two decades of the 20th
century, a new understanding of life
emerged at the forefront of science. The
intellectual tradition of systemic thinking,
or “systems thinking,” and the models of
living systems developed during the earlier decades of the century form the conceptual and historical roots of this new
scientific understanding of life. Systemic
thinking means thinking in terms of relationships, patterns, processes, and context. Over the past 25 years, this scientific
tradition was raised to a new level with
the development of complexity theory.
Technically known as nonlinear dynamics,
complexity theory is a new mathematical
language and a new set of concepts for
describing and modeling complex nonlinear systems. Complexity theory now offers the exciting possibility of developing a
unified view of life by integrating life’s bio-

logical, cognitive, and social dimensions.
The system‘s view of life has four fundamental characteristics of life which are
systemic characteristics that are the very
essence of life. The first one is, life organizes itself in networks, which is a very
fundamental discovery, maybe one of the
most important discoveries of the 20th
century. The second one is, life is inherently regenerative at all levels. The third
is, life is inherently creative also at all levels. The fourth characteristic is, that life
is inherently intelligent. This is quite complex but the fundamental characteristics
are that we all are regenerative. This is a
very important subject as you may have
noticed the term regenerative has become very fashionable these days, maybe
even a little bit trendy.
Indigenous cultures or just simple farmers who deal with life on an everyday
basis know very well that life is regenerative. We have the turn of the seasons
and every year you have new leaves, new
grasses, new flowers, new fruits, and that
goes round and round. So the regenerative nature of life is well known to almost
everybody except scientists and corporate
leaders.
One of the first by the way who recognized and one of the first scientists was Leo-

nardo da Vinci in Italy. Renaissance Leonardo observed this continual renewal as
he called it. The renewal of leaves, trees,
plants, feathers on birds, and so on and
he concluded that the earth as a whole is
alive very much as we say today in Gaia
theory.
What is new today is to place this regenerative nature at all levels of life at the
very fundamental level. The simplest living organism is a single cell. A bacteria,
for instance, the cell is a self-organizing
network which is the first characteristic.
The main characteristic of this self-organization is self-generation every part in a
cellular network helps to either transform
or replace other parts and so the network
continually regenerates itself. It is continually regenerating. The same is true at
the higher levels of life where our bodily
cells are continually recycled. The cycle of
life and death is part of this regenerative
nature at a larger level but what is new in
science now is that life itself is inherently
regenerative at all levels. So when people say for example sustainability is an old
concept we need to go beyond it we need
to be regenerative. They don‘t understand
that sustaining life means being regenerative because life itself is fundamentally
regenerative. This is a very important idea
that is beautiful and needs to be brought
up as regenerative education.

Regenerative education, the word regenerative or the concept may be a little trendy but it also gives us that opportunity to
think about how can we recover our true
nature our true self which for most of us
through education and social conditioning, and through the environment that
we live in has taken us maybe a little away
from who we really are so this is how I like
to use the word
Regenerative education is discovering
yourself again, validating who you are,
and going forward with what we bring into
the world. The term is very evocative and
immediately understandable everybody
knows, people may have different ideas of
what is being regenerated but the process
of regeneration is immediately understandable and it is because of our basic experience of the regenerative nature of life.
When we look in our natural environment,
especially those of us who still manage to
be connected with nature, spend some
time in the mountains or the forests or at
the ocean, really experience nature and in
the process regenerate ourselves.
It is important to understand civilization
frameworks, social structures, economic
models, and models for life. We have had
more than 20 civilization frameworks;
Palaeolithic age, Neolithic age, and Me-
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“To make the world work for
100% of humanity in the shortest
possible time through spontaneous
cooperation without ecological
offense or the disadvantage
of anyone.”
R. Buckminster Fuller

solithic age, Early Antiquity, Early Mesopotamia, Incas, Aztecs, Anasazi, Maya, Indus Valley, Ancient India, Ancient Andes,
Ancient Greek, Roman Empire, Ancient
Chinese, Ancient Persian, and many more.
All but 2 of these civilizations collapsed
because of Ecological and Environmental
Collapse. The similarities between early
civilizations fall into five facets including
agriculture, socialization, hierarchy, industry, architecture, and religion.

These collapses and the facets they shared are the same we are facing today with
human suffering and our global grand
challenges. The repeat of history and potential collapse are similar. The civilization
framework and model we know to work
indefinitely is symbiotic and regenerative.
Hierarchy has no place in a regenerative
model, industry, agriculture, religion, and
architecture must be regenerative and
systemic.

In Einstein‘s problem theory he said, “We
cannot solve our problems with the same
thinking used when we created them.”
When we are looking at how life can go
on indefinitely as a framework that works
for everyone we need to look at Symbiosis
and Regeneration.
Hannah Arendt’s 1906-1975 books The
Human Condition and The Banality of Evil
Eichman in Jerusalem showed the concept
of the banality of evil when discussing
the moral wrongs brought about by hierarchy. The numerous hierarchical structures throughout history that have all
created human suffering and eventually
collapsed. Even though in 2021 we have
governmental and organisational hierarchies does not mean this is the way the
world works and this time it is different
than the thousands of examples in history
that all hierarchy models have a limit to
growth. Hierarchy structures cause evil or
corruption by people who never made up
their minds to do good or evil; it is the model structure that perpetuates the harm.

We have examples from VW’s 2015 Diesel
gate or Trump‘s presidency. Rather than
concentrating power into leadership positions that could be usurped by people like
Trump, we’d be better off decentralizing
power into more local, more accountable,
more governable configurations. Interestingly, that’s exactly what happened in the
four years of Trump’s presidency. With
the head of the state in disarray, everyday people took it upon themselves to
address issues that might have otherwise
been left to the government — organizing
eviction defense, joining street movements against police violence, taking what
they need to survive and more creating
local and regenerative symbiosis.
In the past 19 to 23 months depending on
where you are in the world have you experienced any of the following; the feeling
of unease, of fear, or anger, a feeling that
things do not make sense, that the world
is not in harmony or balance, that the healthcare or governance systems where
you live are just not working, experienced
infrastructure malfunction or collapse,
have you lost a loved one, lost your job,
had to lay off people in your organization,
go out of business, trouble hiring, or no
desire to return to the job you worked before the pandemic? I am sure some of us
experienced some of these things before
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the pandemic. This time it is different and
much worse? Why? Could it be because it
is happening globally, because the help or
support structures were also impacted, is
it because we do not feel like the response
is a solution and that it could come back
even worse?
We have and are experiencing numerous
global events since the exponential spread
globally of COVID-19 (first cases Nov. 17,
2019), Economic Crisis, Explosion in Lebanon, Uprise in Belarus, Uprise in Australia,
Uprise South Africa, Brexit, Storming of the
US Capital, Crazy times around US Inauguration, Black Lives Matter, Asian Racism,
Extreme Nationalism, Inequality, Global
Fires, Hurricanes, Floods, Droughts, and
especially those much larger crises; Resource Crisis, Climate Crisis, Biodiversity
Crisis, Human Extinction Crisis in this the
Anthropocene.
Have you ever asked yourself the question, What does a World that Works for
Everyone Look Like?
How about the burning question, WTF? What’s the Future(s)?
This time more than any other in human
history has brought us all to question life
and the models we are using to get into

the future. As an Environmentalist and
Advocate for the UN Sustainable Development Goal many people have come to me
and said we thought you are a tree hugger or hippie. Why do you speak so much
about economics, innovation, and the
future? This is easy as a student of Ecological Literacy, Sustainability, and Environment, I became an expert in four schools
or pillars which have really been the key
to seeing the big picture; Systems Dynamics, Economics, Innovation, and Future
Studies.
In 2018, all international organizations
UN, WEF, WHO, WTO, and World Bank
switched from a long-standing linear and
siloed approach to solving human suffering and global grand challenges to a systemic approach to solving our problems.
To understand sustainability you must
have a clear understanding of all economic models those that do not work like
extractive economics, capitalism, and
all those models that do work past eight
generations and at a global scale like agrarian societies, local economies, circular
economics, doughnut economics, steady-state economics, mission economics,
planetary boundaries, ecological footprint
economics, shadow economy, and ecological economics. Did you even know about

“I have spent most of my life
unlearning things that were
proved not to be true.”
R. Buckminster Fuller

some of these economic models? Which
ones are you in? Economics not only at
the local level like a shadow economy but
at the country level as an extractive economy.
You need a clear understanding of Innovations and Emerging Technologies that can
help transition humanity into a new epoch
out of the Anthropocene. We need Sustainable Impact Innovations for Purpose
that ease human suffering and solve our
global grand challenges. All innovations
or emerging technologies are not alike or
good for humanity and the environment.
If we are going to use Innovations to help
humanity to achieve all 6 of the transformations needed to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals they must be sus-

tainable impact innovations for purpose.
Direct Air Capture (DAC) is an amazing
innovation that is implemented at scale
and is a wonderful tool to add to humanity‘s toolbox to address carbon emissions.
Mentioned in this White-paper is Climeworks what a fabulous company doing
groundbreaking work. They are 1 of 12
major organizations in the world doing
DAC. We are 7.8 Billion people on earth
and at 413 ppm (parts per million) https://
www.co2.earth/ today with these 12 major companies we are not even ticking the
surface of solving this problem. We could
have 500,000 Climeworks then we would
be making a dent at keeping up with the
pace of global warming today. Emerging
technologies and innovations like Blockchain and Crypto Currency mining are
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running on fossil fuels and are very energy-intensive. They are not very innovative
or emerging since they are running on
outdated infrastructures which is an investment against our future. My favorite
sustainable impact innovation is Carbon
Farming by restoring land and Industrial Agriculture to Regenerative Organics,
Agroforestry, Restoration Ag, or Permaculture. Not only can you get amazing organic food but lock in tons of Greenhouse
Gas Emissions.
I have been asked before why do you have
the title Sustainable Futurist or Regenerative Futurist? Are you not an activist or
environmentalist? A hippie treehugger?
Do you want to go to space? In order to
stop human suffering and solve our global grand challenges, you have to have
an idea or vision of what a Sustainable
future looks and feels like. When creating
roadmaps and plans to reach Regenerative Desirable Futures you have to have
a clear vision of what that looks like and
a knowledge of all the tools used to create a plan and roadmap to those futures.
There are many tools available for backcasting, foresight frameworks, foresight
tools, sense-making, 3rd Horizon framing,
moonshots, trends, scenario exploration, mapping, dynamic modeling, and
many more. You do not necessarily need
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to develop the roadmap or plan but it is
good to answer the question What’s The
Future? Believe it or not, but most people have not asked themselves that question. Few to none can point to the climate
plans at the city, country, regional, or even
global level. Without the ability to answer
that question, we are never going to reach
the needed thrust by governance policy.
No matter where you live, the future will
largely be decided for you by the predetermined infrastructures and the habits of
the communities where you reside. So, if
you know what the future is if you have
that vision, then you should hold your politicians and your nations accountable to
that vision or move to see your vision of
the future achieved.
Challenge companies and cities to generate massive value by learning from and
serving Earth’s living systems. Help leaders and emerging leaders clarify and advance both organizational and personal
sustainability goals.
As humanity we need to make this transition out of the EGO that Man is on top
and ruler of all to an ECO perspective but
the Journey does not end there we really need to reach SEVA (ancient Sanskrit
word) meaning service to life! Ideally to
reach a steady state of Regeneration - Selfless Service to Life!

All humanity should strive to leave the planet better than we found it.
My mission is to empower billions of global citizens to live an adaptive lifestyle of
health and sustainability within the safe
operating spaces of our planetary boundaries. If you are familiar with Simon Sinek you will know this is my Why. I have
been fascinated for decades knowing that
there is a Why from R. Buckminster Fuller
published in his book Operating Manual
for Spaceship Earth in 1969.

tainable social innovations for purposes
that can use the gravitational assist or
slingshot effect to keep humanity within
the safe operating spaces of our planetary boundaries indefinitely well beyond
the 21st century. A World that Works for
Everyone, ones that are Regenerative and
Desirable.

To think that we have been discussing climate, our future, and environment since
the 60’s and that such beautiful people
existed who wanted a World that Works
for Everyone as Well is truly stirring to
make it a reality.
It is about people who want to save the
entire sacred, cellular basis of existence,
the entire planet, and all its inconceivable
diversity. The term environmental social
governance encompasses socially innovative organizations that are the largest
social movement in history.
There are evolving regenerative civilization frameworks that can work for all humanity and all cultures. Ecological economic models; platform systems, dynamic
regenerative business models, and sus-

Likelihood of being born Neil deGrasse Tyson, American
Astrophysicist
https://www.prb.org/articles/how-many-people-haveever-lived-on-earth/
https://happinessengineering.com/miraculous-you-onthe-probability-of-being-born/
http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/abinazir‘/2011/06/15/whatare-chances-you-would-be-born

Marc Buckley
Environmentalist, SDG Advocate,
Ecological Economist, and Regenerative Futurist

Marc has been involved in Climate Activism for
a long time and would love to show you how
to run faster than climate change by being an
impactful and exponential human being. One
of the first to be trained by Al Gore as a Climate
Speaker he has made getting through the
Climate Crisis towards Regenerative Desirable
Futures his life‘s work. As an Advocate for the
SDG’s, UN Advisor, and Regenerative Futurist.
Marc is also a member of the Expert Network of
the World Economic Forum in Social Innovation,
Climate Change, Agriculture, Food, and Beverages. He is a Global Food Reformist, Author and
Editor of Menu B Regenerative Food Systems
solutions within the safe operating spaces of
our planetary boundaries. https://menub.earth/
Marc is on a mission to empower billions of global citizens to live an adaptive lifestyle of health
and sustainability within the safe operating
spaces of our planetary boundaries.
Marc is the host of Inside Ideas https://www.
youtube.com/c/InsideIdeas a Video and Audio
Podcast produced by OnePoint5 Media and
Innovators Magazine. Systemic change is needed to move us on to the right side of history.
Marc Buckley talks with the game-changers on
a mission to get us there as fast as possible.
He takes a deep dive with thought leaders,
Innovators, Futurists, and those solving Global
Grand challenges.
https://marcbuckley.earth/
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Alan Moore

Something Truly Beautiful

Something
Truly Beautiful

ON Power photo by Árni Sæberg

The inspiration for the Swiss company
Climeworks goes back 20 years. The two
co-founders, Christoph Gebald and Jan
Wurzbacher, met serendipitously on their
first day of university at the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology in Zürich. The two
engineers discovered a shared love for
alpine sports. While staying in Chamonix
in France on a three-month skiing holiday,
they experienced first-hand the rapid retreat of glaciers, representing the effects
of climate change. Standing in their ski
gear, the engineers looked at a 50m ladder used by mountaineers to climb down

to the glacier. The locals explained that
two metres had to be added to the ladder
every year. The engineers felt they could
not walk away from such evidence.
But in their plan to build a business addressing climate change, they encountered a challenge. Scientific studies indicate
that by 2050, the world will need to remove 10 billion tons of carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere every year. This is not so
much a question of reduction; it is about
taking back the carbon warming the planet. This is why Gebald and Wurzbacher

wanted to develop a technology that could
capture carbon dioxide (CO2) directly from
the air. Their ambition was that air-captured CO2 could be recycled, for example
in heating commercial greenhouses, used
as a raw material, or completely removed
from the air by safely storing it.
Critics said it could not be done, and
would never be commercially viable. And
yet Climeworks proved that it could work.
Wurzbacher explains how the Swiss company’s approach links with current investing practices and timelines. ‘I believe a
big problem in the financing of sustaina-

ble projects is the time horizon. The typical venture capital or even private equity
model has a fund which you fill up, you invest, then after five, seven or even ten years you have to repay the fund,’ he says. ‘A
typical venture capital fund is not the best
partner to scale businesses focused on regeneration and industrial innovation. We
are fortunate to have shareholders with
a very long horizon line. They are looking
to build up a new industry. Climeworks
investors are entrepreneurs, Swiss, German, some slightly further afield, who
share this long-term vision.’
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Innovative technology
Now that Climeworks has developed a
technology called direct air capture, it has
established ten commercial plants. The
most important of these was set up as a
joint venture with an Icelandic company
called Carbfix, an expert in the rapid un-

derground mineralisation of carbon dioxide. The Carbfix process centres around
the Hellisheiði geothermal power plant
provides the renewable energy that is
needed to run the Climeworks machines.
It is one of the world’s first carbon-negative plants, showing how we can go from
the term ‘net zero’ to ‘climate positive’.

Climeworks draws CO2 from the atmosphere with its direct air capture machines. Carbfix then mixes this with water
and pumps it deep underground. Through
a process of natural mineralisation, the
CO2 reacts with the basalt rock and is converted into stone within a few years; it is
returned safely to the earth. With the ma-

chine-based solution of Climeworks, the
amount of CO2 that has been turned into
stone can be accurately measured.
We need people like these mechanical engineers because you can’t do business on
a dead planet. If ever a company needed
to scale, it’s this one.
The excitement of Wurzbacher is clear as
he talks about what Climeworks’ partner
Carbfix has done in Iceland, where CO2 is
converted into stone. ‘When you are looking at CO2 storage, there are many questions: Is it safe? Will the carbon release itself? Conventional CO2 storage is safe and
well understood,’ he says. ‘But I couldn’t
think of anything better than turning it
into stone and storing it a thousand metres underground. It works so well we
have plans to scale this around the world
together.’

© Climeworks

Climeworks launched its newest plant in
Iceland in September 2021. It will extract
4,000 tons of CO2 a year, then scale by a
factor of 25 to 100,000 tons. Towards the
mid- 2020s, the Swiss company plans to
reach 1 million tons. This could offer a
scale-up path where, every two to three
years, Climeworks has a new generation
of technology with higher efficiency and
lower costs; summing up how you can build a business by harnessing the potential
of innovative technology.
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‘Beauty is something that I could imagine
sustains us well into the future. We could
build a rocket which has a finite amount
of energy which burns, then has to eventually come back to earth,’ he says. ‘Or,
we could build a solar- powered ship that
could in theory sail around the world forever. You could even have a team on board
that could maintain and repair the ship —
that is beautiful.’ That has echoes of the
ideas of John Ruskin.
The power of people

Photo by Julia Dunlop © Climeworks

The circular economy
Climeworks helps us to understand the
importance of the circular economy.
Wurzbacher believes that in the next five
years, no CEO of a large corporation will
get away with not having a climate target
and a larger sustainability target at the top
of their agenda. This takes us back to what
people in wider society are asking for. ‘The
only way we can move forward is thinking

in circles,’ he says, ‘acting as a circular economy, and telling better stories and enabling people to meaningfully contribute.’
Wurzbacher goes on to say that the battles they are facing are stories about belief. So, one should not tell the story in a
way that suggests we need to stop doing
things. Instead, we must build a positive
narrative. ‘Every story we are telling is
around how we can do something, how
we can act. There is technology that can

solve many problems. I am a skier and a
windsurfer, and I want to continue doing
these things. Sometimes, I need to get on
a plane to go somewhere, and I hope I can
still do this but in a sustainable way.’
This is where the idea of designing something truly beautiful comes in. Wurzbacher
explains that beauty can be found in a solution that has a long-term foundation.

Everyone can contribute, according to
Wurzbacher. ‘This is something that has
been on my mind,’ he says. ‘What I increasingly see is people asking us, how can we
contribute?’ He reflects on how the task
can seem insurmountable for an individual, but can be overcome as a collective:
the most powerful tool to trigger action is
through everyone doing their bit. He adds,
‘If every employee asked their employer
to become sustainable, they would have
to do it ... We have welcomed people approaching us.’
The Climeworks co-founder continues:
‘I believe in the power of people and the
power of the perception of people. Because so many approached us, we found
a way to empower them to contribute to
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climate change and CO2 reduction in particular.’ They have introduced an element
of sustainability to their innovative business model by creating a service where
people could contribute to the process of
drawing CO2 out of the atmosphere.
‘We were overwhelmed by the reaction,
with no marketing at all. We are mechanical engineers. Our business model was,
we sell machines; it didn’t work that way. It
is not the typical business model of a company to buy a machine that takes CO2 out
of the atmosphere,’ says Wurzbacher.
‘What we realised is a company has a climate target. People possess a desire to
act on climate change. They don’t have the
capability, infrastructure and hardware to
do so, but they might love it as a service.
Now, we are offering carbon removal to
corporate and private clients as a service.’
The adventurous engineer has high aspirations for the future. ‘I hope we can scale this not only for revenue, but because
we can then affect policy. If one day we
had a million pioneers doing this with us it
would be important, not only to generate
cash and scale our technology, but more
importantly to create momentum for
change at a policy level. What we are building is a new industry, a new eco-system.’

Values
Looking at the foundational values of this
book — beauty, nature, biomimicry, design, values and metrics, and governance
— Climeworks is doing something truly
beautiful. The Swiss company is working
on behalf of two key stakeholders: society and the earth. The co-founders are
defined by their values-based worldview.
Their desire is to bring more responsible
and ecologically restorative ways of doing
business into the world.
The business pays respect to nature and
accepts a responsibility to regenerate the
earth. This takes us back to the deepest
relationship that humanity has with the
natural world. In the table of value creation metrics of a regenerative economy
presented earlier in the book (see p. 24),
Climeworks is contributing, not taking.
The company responds to John Ruskin’s
maxim that we need to focus on things
that will sustain us for an eternity.
Adopting the principle that nature is the
best designer we have, Climeworks has
applied lessons of biomimicry. Inspired by
her principles, the business embraces the
circular economy in working with a long
timeframe. Often this is where pioneering technological innovation falls down,

as investors make short-term demands
for success. In that sense, the founders
of Climeworks are being good ancestors,
creating a legacy for future generations.
Without a doubt, Gebald and Wurzbacher
are resourceful human beings, as well as
being leaders who have a compelling story that inspires and motivates.
Climeworks demonstrates an ability to envisage a novel solution to a complicated
problem, with a supreme act of design
engineering. My belief is that great design
is perseverance fuelled by optimism. My
friend Laurence John, co-founder and CEO
of ctrlio and a pioneer in his own right,
said to me, ‘Beauty is like a gene; genes
don’t do anything, but nothing happens
without them, whereas protein does the
work — show people the protein.’ Here,
Climeworks is doing beauty.

Alan Moore
Designer and Business innovator

Alan Moore is a designer and business innovator on a mission to help businesses discover
their own unique beauty.
Working directly with companies and organisations, Alan mentors teams and individuals,
delivers inspirational leadership programmes,
and advises clients on how to design and build
a regenerative business. Alan has shared his
knowledge in the form of board and advisory
positions, and has taught in institutions including MIT, the Sloan School of Management and
INSEAD.
Alan is the author of four books on creativity
and business transformation, including Do Design: Why beauty is key to everything (Do Books,
2016). He has spoken at The Do Lectures, SXSW
and the Hay Literary Festival and has featured
in the media.

This is an excerpt from the book ‘Do Build: How to make
and lead a business the world needs’ by Alan Moore,
published in March 2021 by Do Book Co.
Do Book Co. https://thedobook.co/products/do-buildhow-to-make-and-lead-a-business-the-world-needs
Introductory film:
https://vimeo.com/514635648

Alan still works as an artist. Every day, he tries
to lead his life as beautifully as he possibly can.
You can find out more on his website:
https://beautiful.business/about/

Jennifer L. Schenker

Net-Zero Collaborations

How Collaborations
Between Corporates
and Startups Can Help
Us Get To Net-Zero

To reach the Paris climate targets, global
emission levels will need to be cut in half
by 2030, reach net-zero by 2050 and stay
net-negative throughout the second half
of the century. Yet, a recently released in
brackets what BCG stands for survey of
1,300 companies around the globe found
that only 11% reduced their emissions in
line with their stated ambitions over the
past five years.
What’s more, many companies are underestimating their carbon footprint by an
average of 30% to 40%.

“Measurement is a key roadblock with
91% of companies failing to measure the
full scope of their emissions,” Sylvain Duranton, the global leader of BCG GAMMA,
a division dedicated to AI, data science
and advanced analytics applied to business, said during an October 13 press
conference.
In a new study BCG maintains that artificial intelligence can help companies not
only more accurately measure but also
reduce carbon emissions.

But using technology to measure carbon
footprints and develop mitigation strategies is not enough. Decarbonization technologies are also needed to hit the global
goal of net-zero emissions by 2050.
Technologies that are currently under
development will be responsible for over
40% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reductions in 2050, according to How
to Finance Industry Net-Zero, a World Economic Forum report released October 14.
Industrial decarbonization requires new,
innovative technologies, such as carbon
capture and storage, green hydrogen,
sustainable aviation fuels and green ammonia, among others. Startups are working on these technologies, but many are
in early stages of development and need
help to scale-up. To scale these green
technologies and take them to market,
at least a tenfold increase in investment
is needed, according to How to Finance
Industry Net-Zero , a World Economic Forum report released on Oct. 14.
Innovative Routes To Remove CO2
Direct air capture is one of few technology
options available to remove CO2 from the
atmosphere and help speed the transition

to net-zero. Climeworks, a 2020 World
Economic Forum Tech Pioneer, opened
the world’s largest direct air carbon dioxide capture and storage system in Iceland
in September (see page 24-27). The plant
will take carbon dioxide from the air and
turn it into stone underground. The Swiss
company is using its technology to help
companies and individuals offset their
carbon emissions. Customers include Microsoft, Audi, Shopify and Stripe as well as
almost 9000 individuals who choose subscription plans.
A competitor, Carbon Engineering, of British Columbia, is making plans for even
larger carbon capture plants—one in the
U.S., which is expected to begin operations at the end of 2024; another in Scotland, to be finished about a year later.
Carbon Engineering’s facilities, as initially
planned, will be powered by renewable
energy and will eventually each remove
about a million metric tons of carbon dioxide a year from the atmosphere.
Meanwhile, a company called Carbon
Collect is commercializing and deploying,
under an exclusive global license, passive
direct air capture technology developed
by Klaus Lackner and the Center for Negative Carbon Emissions at Arizona State
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University. Unlike other developing direct
air capture technologies, Carbon Collect’s
MechanicalTree requires no energy for
CO2 capture. Instead, just like real trees,
the mechanical trees let the wind deliver
ambient air resulting in low capture costs.
The company says this allows CO2 to be
sequestered in underground geological
formations or recycled as an industrial
gas for synthetic fuels, food, beverage,
cement, agriculture and other industries.
Carbon removal is expected to play a key
role in the transition to a net-zero energy
system in which the amount of CO2 released into the atmosphere is equivalent to
the amount being removed. Because certain sectors such as aviation and heavy
industry are difficult to decarbonize, the
International Energy Agency sees carbon
removal technologies as a means of offsetting these emissions and supporting a
faster transition.
But whether direct air capture techniques
can make a meaningful contribution to
carbon removal goals remains a question.
The answer depends mainly on how expensive it is to separate a metric of ton of
carbon dioxide from the air and put it into
the ground, or into a long-lasting product.
At a price point of several hundred dollars per ton of CO2 removed, solutions
like Climework’s Iceland plant are at present among the costliest options. Larger,

more economical air-capture and storage
facilities can only be realized if customers
are committed to long-term purchasing
agreements. They guarantee a future revenue stream to the developers, making
new projects fundable.
That is one of the reasons that reinsurer Swiss Re said it signed a partnership
agreement with the Swiss startup. In August Swiss Re and Climeworks signed the
world’s first long-term purchase agreement for direct air capture and storage
of carbon dioxide, worth $10 million over
ten years. The collaboration is designed
to help Swiss Re reach its goal of net-zero emissions in its own operations by
2030. The partnership also gives the giant reinsurer early access to new carbon
removal risk pools and asset classes.
Bringing climate solutions to scale not
only requires the right demand signals,
but also de-risking and financing, Swiss
Re said in its press release. In the recent
Swiss Re Institute report on the insurance
rationale for carbon removal solutions.
the insurance sector is uniquely positioned to offer support on all three fronts:
through long-term purchase agreements,
providing insurance capacity for evolving
risk pools, and investments in new asset
classes.

Made of Air, a Berlin-based startup founded by two architects, has found a different way to counter carbon emissions. It
has developed carbon negative thermoplastic that can be used for everything
from building facades to consumer goods
and is co-developing new products with
large corporate customers such as Audi
and H&M Group.

it without oxygen. The recyclable material
stores around two tons of CO2 for every
ton of thermoplastic. Made of Air mixes
the biochar with a binder made from sugar cane to create a material that can be
melted and molded. The granules can be
used in traditional plastic-forming processes such as injection molding and can be
processed using the same machinery as
regular plastic. The material produced can
replace polluting materials like fossil plastic and aluminum.

To ensure that the CO2 stored by trees is
permanently locked in, Made of Air creates biochar from wood waste by burning

Made of Air, which raised $5 million in
funding on October 5, spent two years
co-creating a version of biochar that Audi

Turning CO2 Into Sunglasses And
Household Cleaners
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“There is a growing
recognition that there are
some things we can’t do by
ourselves. The challenges
we face require a
systematic shift.”
Ron Khan

PepsiCo’s VP Packaging, Beverages

could use in the facades of its dealerships to replace aluminum. H&M, another
client, has created a limited-edition pair
of sunglasses with Made of Air’s biochar
material. The German company says it is
also working with a U.S. company to use
biochar in furniture.
Meanwhile, LanzaTech, a scale-up that
was founded in New Zealand and is now
based in the U.S., is creating a circular
economy system that turns pollution from
steel mills and other greenhouse gases
into household cleaners, laundry deter-

gent, sustainable aviation fuel, perfume
and more. Large corporates participating
in the ecosystem system include Migros,
L’Oréal, Total, British Airways, Shell, Unilever, Coty and ArcelorMittal.
LanzaTech says it can displace 30% of crude oil used today and reduce global CO2
emissions by as much as 10% through
recycling carbon from industrial off-gases; syngas generated from biomass resources such as municipal solid waste,
organic industrial waste or agricultural
waste; and reformed biogas.

Its patented gas fermentation technology has already stopped over 100,000
tons of CO2 from being emitted into the
atmosphere, the equivalent to over 250
million miles driven by average passenger
vehicles, according to the company. The
waste carbon emissions are converted
into fuels, chemicals and everyday goods,
that would otherwise come from fossil resources.
Recycled carbon is a key form of renewable carbon and is essential to eliminating
the use of fossil fuels. A recent report published by the Nova Institute and Unilever
in April 2021 estimates that demand for
fossil-derived chemicals will more than
double by 2050. Renewable carbon production will need to increase by a factor of
15 by 2050 to phase-out the use of fossil
carbon in consumer products.
Scaling Green Fuel
Some of the technologies being relied
upon to deliver industrial decarbonization
are not likely to be financeable in the next
decade without a significant combination
of green surcharges, carbon taxes or public incentives, according to th Forum report. This means private sector efforts will
need to be urgently complemented by public-sector intervention.

Green fuel is a case in point. Maritime
transport, the backbone of global trade,
is responsible for about 2.5% of global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, according to the third International Maritime
Organization (IMO) Greenhouse Gas report.
A.P. Møller – Maersk, the global provider
of container logistics, made headlines
in August when it announced that it was
spending $1.4 billion to build eight large
container vessels that can be propelled by
green methanol or fossil-based fuel. Since
there isn’t enough clean fuel in production
to power the new ships, Maersk partnered
with REintegrate, a 15-person three-yearold Danish company to secure green emethanol for the world´s first container
vessel operating on carbon neutral fuel
and help kick-start the market.
“We are a first mover on this, and we
believe this agreement could become a
blueprint,” says Berit Hinnemann, Maersk’s Head of Decarbonisation Business
Development. “If we can unlock these first
projects, it could lead the way to huge progress.”
But, said Hinnemann, no company can do
this alone. “This is a call for action, ” she
said. “Many actors need to play their part
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–regulators, energy developers, makers of
clean fuel as well as shipping customers.”

decarbonization, the financing system will
not deliver as things stand,” says the Forum report.

Getting To Net-Zero
Getting to net-zero will require an allhands-on-deck approach, says the Forum
report. “It is imperative that innovation
across technologies and financing structures, and policy and cooperation across
the stakeholder ecosystem, be enabled
and encouraged to successfully catalyze
system-level change.”
The report, part of the Forum’s Financing
the Transition to a Net-Zero Future Initiative, recommends that the public sector
focuses on the design of incentive schemes rewarding early movers adopting innovative technological solutions and that
different sources of public and private
capital be brought together in technologyspecific financing blueprints. The report
also suggests that industry participants
and capital providers work together to
establish new contracts and ways of doing business to increase the probability of
commercial success.
While a significant amount of capital is
starting to flow into green solutions “it
appears that on the critical issue of financing technologies that will solve industrial

Since the issue is one of market failure, it
will not be resolved by the actions of individual stakeholders alone, says the report. Instead, a mechanism is needed for
different stakeholders to co-design solutions and coordinate climate action.
Co-Designing The Future
One example of a new way of cooperating
is a consortium formed by L’Oréal, Nestlé Waters, PepsiCo and Suntory Beverage
& Food Europe to fund the research and
development of a technology developed
by French scale-up Carbios to make polyethylene terephthalate (PET) waste, one
of the most common plastics in consumer
goods, “infinitely recyclable.”
Structuring the collaboration was not
simple as there was no ready blueprint for
four consumer goods companies from
Europe, the U.S. and Japan to collaborate
on the development of a technology with
a startup.
While the four collaborating companies
expect to be the first to go into production
the technology will be offered under licen-

sing agreements to PET producers supplying the world’s largest retailers and manufacturers. “The idea is that any company in
the world will be able to buy this material,”
L’Oréal said in a statement, “This has the
potential to have a huge impact.”
The Carbios collaboration represents a
sea change in the way corporates work
with each other and with startups. It also
serves as an example of how traditional
companies can work with startups and
scale-ups to help solve the U.N.’s Sustainable Development Goals and move towards a circular economy.
“There is a growing recognition that there
are some things we can’t do by ourselves,”
says Ron Khan, PepsiCo’s VP Packaging,
Beverages. “The challenges we face require a systematic shift. Being sustainable
can no longer be seen as a competitive
advantage. It is something we need to do
for the planet.”

Jennifer L. Schenker
Editor-in-Chief, The Innovator

Jennifer L. Schenker, an award-winning journalist, is the editor-in-chief of The Innovator, a
publication about digital transformation and
sustainability read by executives at some of the
world’s largest companies. (www.theinnovator.
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lives in Paris and has dual U.S. and French citizenship.

Carsten Linz

No Easy Answers

Leading into a
Sustainable Future
When There Are
No Easy Answers

As extreme weather patterns are destroying people’s home and ability to earn a living, the 26th United Nations Conference
of the Parties (COP26) is expected to be a
tipping point in taking meaningful action
to reduce global emissions. Leaders from
190 United Nations member states will
convene in Glasgow, Scotland, from Nov.
1 to Nov. 12, 2021, to discuss an effective
path forward.

While there is no question that nations
must play a central role in climate action,
we must mobilize all available resources including the power of the private sector.
If business and technology leaders are
serious about preserving our world, there
are three actions that will make the future
better than we might think:

Driving the Convergence of Digital and
Sustainability Transformation
Many executives still view sustainability
and technology as separate priorities and
even opposing goals. The opposite is true,
as the interplay between digitization and
sustainability opens-up brilliant opportunities for shaping a greener economy and
society.
If the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) are the global compass for navigating sustainability challenges, then digital
technologies offer significant opportunities that pave the way to the SDGs. In fact,
sustainability transformation could become the biggest use case for digitalization
and at the same time, the digital transformation will radically alter all dimensions
of global societies and economies and will
therefore change the interpretation of the
sustainability paradigm itself. 1
Digital technologies can help close many
gaps in the implementation of the SDGs.
By providing new data sources and improved analytics capabilities, digital technologies help set clear standards and
aggregate progress data to paint an accurate picture of sustainability progress.
When it comes to visibility of resources

and products along the supply chain, digital tracking and tracing technologies play
a central role. In the future, distributed
ledger technology (blockchain) will enable transactions along the supply chain
to be agreed upon, recorded, and shared
among all supply chain actors. Turning the
circular economy promise into a reality by
closing and improving the loop and capturing value from the loop for all stakeholders relies heavily on digital technologies,
such as for labeling specific materials or
ingredients. To optimize greenhouse gas
emissions over the entire product lifecycle (cradle-to-gate), various software
products are available. Lastly, digital platforms are the central means to orchestrate ecosystems for collaborative climate
actions.
Treating sustainability and technological
change as an integral approach is also
beneficial from an investment perspective. Companies that bring together the
impact of sustainability and the power of
technology in an integrated way, rather
than prioritizing two separate areas, can
leverage significant synergies and achieve
a higher return on their innovation investments –both monetary and non-monetary. Such integrated optimization instead
of separate (sub)optimization of the two
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„Companies that bring together
the impact of sustainability and
the power of technology in an
integrated way, rather than prioritizing two separate areas, can
leverage significant synergies and
achieve a higher return on their
innovation investments.“
Carsten Linz

areas could be achieved, for example, by
earmarking a certain share of R&D investments for sustainability and technology
together.
On the other side, companies embarking
on convergence of digital and sustainability transformation, need also to be con-

scient of environmental questions linked
to greater use of technologies. This includes potential increases in energy demand
that needs to be mitigated by e.g. green
data centers and green cloud technology
services. Digitalization should be responsibly harnessed by mitigating negative impacts and ensuring genuine sustainability.

Changing Gears Towards Business
Models for a Stakeholder
Capitalism World
As we move toward a smart and sustainable future, we must also rethink the design of our business models and find new
ways of creating, delivering and capturing
value. Despite the massive recalibration
ahead, the business models of many established companies are still based on yesterday‘s logic; they run the risk of relying
on improvements that only scratch the
surface. 2
Jim Hageman Snabe, a member of the
World Economic Forum‘s Board of Trustees and chairman of Siemens and A.P.
Moller-Maersk, argues that the stakeholder capitalism proposed by the World
Economic Forum supports capitalism but
challenges some of its assumptions. The
approach recognizes that a company creates positive or negative value not only for
shareholders but also for stakeholders,
i.e., employees, suppliers, and society. We
also need to challenge the assumption
that sustainability comes at a cost. Following the traditional logic - I do my business, I have revenue, I have costs, I make
a profit, and then after I make my profit, I
decide how much of my profit to give to

good causes - is no longer good enough.
It means I‘m charitable, I‘m donating, if I
spend some of my profit on something
good. And if I‘m under pressure with my
profits, there‘s nothing to do good with.
What we‘re seeing is that we‘re now entering a phase where sustainability is a good
way of doing business. So it‘s not about
how you spend your profit, but how you
earn your money.
In this sense, sustainability is both a
business opportunity and a response to
societal challenges, all of which have in
common that no one company can solve alone. Business leaders need to bring
together complementary partners to develop, test and scale the business for societal impact in a concerted effort. In an
increasingly connected world and with
platforms on the rise, our perspective
on competitive dynamics also changed.
Instead of following the paradigm of a
company‘s linear value chain, a business
ecosystem enables coordination between
independent but complementary players
around a common outcome without hierarchical control.
Business ecosystems are a viable digital
means to enable and coordinate collective action on climate change. Schneider
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Electric‘s New Energy Opportunities (NEO)
network, for example, brings together
more than 300 renewable energy purchasing companies and solution providers on
a digital platform to reduce carbon emissions. Going forward, Walmart will use
the NEO network for what it calls Project
Gigaton, which aims to avoid one gigaton
of CO2 emissions that would otherwise be
generated in Walmart‘s global value chain
by 2030. So far, more than 2,300 suppliers
from 50 countries are participating in Project Gigaton. They have already reported
avoiding a total of 230 million metric tons
of CO2 emissions - more than 20% of the
target - since 2017 through more efficient
use of energy, agricultural and forest resources, as well as recyclable packaging,
waste reduction, product use and design.3
It is essential for companies to proactively
define their role within this model at an
early stage. Do I want to take on the role
of orchestrator or that of complementor,
which can be a difficult decision for executives socialized in the traditional world
of the value chain („egosystem“ vs. „ecosystem“). In the world of co-creating value
ecosystems, with their demand-side economies of scale and two-sided or multi-sided network effects, the role of complementor in a leading ecosystem is probably

a better choice than that of orchestrator
in an ecosystem that is marginal in terms
of the size and activity of its user base.
Such sustainability-focused business models offer the opportunity to increase both
business and sustainability impact. According to a recent study, 61% of companies
seeking an integrated digital sustainability transformation already generate more
than 10% of their revenue from these new
business models, and nearly 80% expect
to do so in three years.
Fostering a New Leadership for the
Smart-Sustainable-Age
Business leaders today face several challenges: a full-blown climate crisis, social
gaps and inequalities, and a still-active
global pandemic. But within the challenges lie opportunities for leaders.
To become great leaders, we must first be
able to lead ourselves. If leaders cannot
change, the organization cannot either.
Leaders who understand that stakeholders increasingly expect them to help solve the world‘s challenges are in a better
position. Customers are seeking sustainable products and services, shareholders
are making sustainability an investment
criterion, regulators will increasingly re-

ward sustainable business practices, and
top talent is choosing employers that have
a clear purpose and address as well as eliminate inequities.
Employees are looking for leaders who
not only make it a point, but demonstrate it through meaningful, measurable and
consistent actions. In a recent study4, an
astonishing 33% of employees said that
their own company‘s top leadership leads
by example. And of next-generation leaders who report directly to and observe
senior leadership, only 29% agreed with
this statement. It follows that these companies either have a perception gap that
needs to be addressed, or they are falling
short of the bar that employees believe
genuine action should be set. Both are detrimental to their ability to drive the sustainability agenda.
Because transformation is about creating
movement toward a shared and desirable
future, leadership is a powerful lever to
significantly accelerate progress in sustainability. The measure of a good leader
is not how many followers you have but
how many leaders you create. Developing
the next generation of leaders who are
„by nature“ the most committed drivers of
sustainability action cannot be delegated
to HR. It is the essence of leadership.

Today, genius comes from the interaction
of many people with diverse experiences
and perspectives; there is more power
outside than inside the organization. So
NewLeadership is not about the leader,
but about the „ship“ with its blurring
boundaries between inside and outside. It
is entrepreneurial in the sense that it creates an organizational context for people to
co-create a smart and sustainable future.5
Organizations will win in the long run if
their leadership is based on a moral and
ethical foundation - something only people can provide. Dan‘l Lewin, director of
the legendary Computer History Museum
in Mountain View, describes the new challenge for companies as understanding
the social and political problems their
business models create. Ultimately, leadership must ensure a company’s moral
license to operate.
Towards a Collaborative and
Integrative Sustainability Approach
With COP26, we have a unique opportunity to accelerate our path to a smartsustainable future. It is clear that the
combination of sustainability and digital
technologies is the key to future competitiveness, especially for European countries.
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Carsten Linz
Board Member, Member of WEF Expert
Network, Author Radical Business Model
Transformation

There is a lot of talk about sustainability,
but the rhetoric is not always followed by
action. The task for business and technology leaders is to move away from „sustainability balconies“ that look nice from the
outside but do nothing behind the scenes,
and make sustainability an integral part of
a company’s value creation fabric.
While challenging, these initiatives will be
richly rewarding in terms of opening up
much broader opportunities for long-term
value creation for all stakeholders. We

have the technologies needed for a sustainable future, what we need is leadership
to get us there faster. It is time for us to
pursue big dreams, even if they seem impossible - and to collaborate around the
critical details to get us to a sustainable
future much faster.
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Closing with the words of Peter Drucker:
“The greatest danger in turbulence is not
turbulence; it is to act with yesterday’s logic.”
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Cristian Citu

Sustainable Digital Transformation

The Only Way
We Should Be
Talking About Digital
Transformation

I’ve always been fascinated by new technologies, especially from the macro societal transformation angle. One of the latest
additions to my library is a visual book
called “Timelines of Everything” and it is
extraordinary to observe the difference
in speed between the first industrial revolution enabled by steam engines and the
fourth industrial revolution that most of
us are benefiting from today. I say most of

us because during the recent years I had
the privilege to do work which exposed
me to daily reminders of inequality – for
instance, half of the world population doesn’t have access to internet (and all the
benefits that come from it), or that there
are billions of people without access to
safely managed drinking water, or that almost half of humanity is living on less than
$5.50 a day.

Coming back to topics for the privileged of
us that can dedicate time exploring new
capabilities enabled by advances in computing, manufacturing or artificial intelligence. For most of my career I’ve been
exposed to work done by large corporations trying to figure out the difference between leveraging at scale a real technology enabler versus paying attention to the
latest shiny thing. Those new technology
capabilities have usually been analyzed
from the angle of saving money for the
corporation or making more money. Only
in recent years more and more corporate
leaders started looking into the wider purpose that a corporation can play beyond
maximizing profits and shareholder value
and thinking how to benefit a wider group
of stakeholders. Luckily, thanks to the significant increase in mainstream media attention as well as the explosion of interest
in social media, the wider group of stakeholders now includes the most important
one of all: Planet Earth!
Traditional corporations are currently
dealing with the mix of two major external forces: the acceleration of digital capabilities – and therefore the pressure
for organizations to continuously digitally
transform, and the pressure to play a role
in minimizing or reversing the industry’s
impact on climate change. And that’s how
we end up with Sustainable Digital Transformations!

Let’s go a level deeper and break down
what sustainability means under the umbrella of Sustainable Digital Transformation:
A. Traditional corporations need to survive in the long term. We often see quoted
how the average lifespan of a company on
Standard and Poor‘s 500 Index is below
20 years today, compared with 35 years
in 1980, and how the trend shows a clear
long-term decline in corporate longevity
to even 15 years by 2030. A traditional
corporation that no longer exists in 1520 years, can no longer benefit its shareholders, can no longer pay salaries to its
employees, and can no longer help fight
climate change. That’s why the first meaning of sustainability needs to be “economic sustainability”.
B. The second meaning refers to sustainability while keeping in mind the impact on
the planet, consumers, employees, communities. Corporations exist through their
employees, and every employee empowered to live a sustainable life can more easily make the shift to a lifestyle that is not
damaging the planet. And employees can
then influence their families, and together
they can influence their communities.
It’s all about cultural change and shifting
mindsets – it’s a concept that is applied
in corporations all the time, but it can be
easily expanded beyond the employees’
working life.
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Let’s do the same exercise for the Digital
Transformation piece of the equation:
C. It’s important to clarify that the responsibility for digital transformation in traditional corporations doesn’t sit only with
the executive board, with a digital team or
an innovation team. Real digital transformation at scale happens only when every
single employee is asking himself: “What
changed in my functional area during the
last few years in terms of technological
and digital capabilities, that would allow
me to make my job faster, better, cheaper?” The mindset of shared responsibility is crucial in digital transformation, as it
tends to be in most contexts in life. As I’ve
learned from a mentor many years ago,
this can be reflected by a simple concept
called “window-mirror”: it’s easy to look
out the window and try to find the person
or entity responsible for fixing something,
but usually it’s much more important to
look in the mirror first (and that applies to
fixing climate also).
D. It’s almost irresponsible today for any
corporate leader privileged enough to
have a mandate for allocating significant
financial and human resources around digital transformation, to not also consider
how to play a role in humanity’s biggest
fight – the climate change fight.

But the above equation is not complete without bringing in a different type of
mathematics where 1+1=3. It’s the science of collaboration! The global challenges around climate change can’t be fixed
at an individual level – independently if
we’re talking about a person, an organization, a country. Fixing the climate requires collaboration at scale and it requires
an ecosystem mindset where entities can
support each other to achieve a common
ambition.
Let’s bring this idea of a key ecosystem
player to the daily reality of corporate
executives responsible for digital transformation. It’s very common nowadays
for traditional corporations to invest time,
energy, financial resources in their ecosystem strategy – surrounding themselves
with the most relevant complementary
corporations, start-ups and scale-ups, or
partners from academia and the public
sector. Those executives have a responsibility to also consider supporting the
growth of the most promising entities that
work hard to develop solutions for our climate crisis – and this publication is full of
examples of such start-ups and scale-ups.
When planning their next interaction with
venture capital players, corporate leaders
should always dedicate energy also for
the climate tech venture funds, as chances

are they will find a portfolio of incubations
with direct relevance to their industry.
For many years I had the chance to travel around the world as a speaker at various events – from large conferences to
small private gatherings. One of the highlights at all such events is the chance to
meet other speakers and participants.
There are always discussions with intelligent persons but what often strikes me,
is how many of those smart people have
the tunnel view - they can go very deep in
discussions related to their work area or
their passions, but they are almost completely decoupled from the global issues, the worrying trends or the scary facts
around climate change. It’s obviously the
responsibility of every single one of us to
educate ourselves around planetary issues, to wonder how we can be part of the
solution rather than the problem. Today’s
corporations have a bigger responsibility than ever to ensure that their leaders
and their employees don’t end up with the
tunnel view, and that a part of their energy can be invested into solutions related
to the climate crisis.
So let’s transform, let’s digitally transform,
in a sustainable way for the sake of future
generations.

Cristian Citu
Digital Transformation Advisor
CHIEF.DIGITAL

Cristian Citu is a digital innovation enthusiast
with a deep passion for entrepreneurship and
social impact. His experience covers a wide variety of chapters: International Collaboration
– at the World Economic Forum he focused on
the impact of digital technologies on business
and wider society, while managing dedicated
deep-dives on new digital business models, or
exploring the implications of exponential technologies such as quantum computing.
Corporate – various roles while based in Germany at the global headquarters of the logistics
giant DHL, with his last role as Senior Director
of Group Digital Strategy; He also spent time in
Singapore for DHL’s Asia Pacific regional office,
where he became a big fan of Asia’s innovation
approach. Charity – collaborating with World
Vision, an inspiring organization which has
already helped millions of the most vulnerable
children in the most difficult parts of the world.
Consulting – during the recent years Cristian
has been running his own digital transformation advisory work (@TheChiefDigital, www.
chief.digital), but he also spent a few years in
a full-services consulting boutique in his home
country Romania. Venture Capital – joining
the HumanCapitalNetwork in its mission to accelerate the shift towards a sustainable future
that’s shared, inclusive, and prosperous for all.
Nowadays Cristian is based in Stockholm where
you’ll find him immersed in Scandinavia’s
impact innovation ecosystem, always looking
for new opportunities to accelerate the world’s
shift to desirable futures.

Pascal Morgan

Sustainable Leadership

Sustainable
Leadership:
Why Values are
Important

Changing perspectives is a critical exercise
„Wouldn‘t that be a great idea?“, he asked,
anxiously waiting for my confirmation not
without an air of self-confidence. What
began as an informal pitch-driven conversation at a rooftop meetup in Berlin
several years ago ended up in a lesson of
personal values and commitment. An impromptu two-person workshop between
canapés and drinks covering sustainability, responsibility, and embracing the
larger picture.

It was a „startups meet investors“ event
hosted by the 4YFN team from Barcelona,
who have been active in and around the
Mobile World Congress for quite some
time and have always had an inspiring
line-up of startups and an impressive
ramp-up program. As a technologist, I‘ve
had the honor to meet and greet many
startups in my career, from corporate
incubators, accelerators, mentoring programs, as well as own engagements - but
this conversation would stick out.

„The greatest danger to
our future is apathy.”
Jane Godall

This particular startup was straight-forward: built on a smart, semi-autonomous
infrastructure, an IoT network, it was aiming at the large farming fleet manufacturers, the top-line in agriculture from John
Deere, CNH Industrial, Kubota, AGCO,
to Claas, to enhance their efficiency by
feeding more real-time data into the farming system. Soil health, moisture, weather information, terrain specifics, and
more - then coupled with the GPS-data
these large farming fleets are equipped
with, would give the farming industry an
even bigger leverage to exploit land. My
immediate response was: „Hold on for a
second.“

industrial producers? How about the organic, self-organized and decentralized
farming collectives? How about new urban farming strategies paying into circular, renewable, and ecologically balanced
food production? Wouldn‘t your platform
be a cornerstone for sustainable resource
value chains that we so desperately need?
Providing the technological infrastructure
would be key to help these new strategies
become more competitive and attractive
for farmers, as well as investors, business
stakeholders, and policy makers alike.

Pulling him aside, I started asking questions like: how about small, rural farmers
that are being squeezed out by large,
heavily automated, monoculture-focused

My take-away was then and still is today:
Navigating into an uncertain future with
global challenges means we need to develop our own compass: by investing into

Navigating a future where technology
and sustainability must converge
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Emerging & Exponential Technologies
(From AI to Quantum Computing)

Technology Enablers

Ethics, Values & Public Debate

(IoT, Cloud, Security, 5G, ...)

(Value Compass)

Societal Impact & Feedback Loops

Industry Segments & System Clusters

(Integrated systems and co-development)

(Automotive, Logistics, I4.0, Smart Grids,
Smart Cities, …)

Next Generation Business Models

(Shareholder to stakeholder shift, startup
ecosystems)

Leadership Capabilities

(Systems Thinking, Use Cases & Scenarios,
Governance)

Circular Economies & E2E TCO

ESG Blueprints & Sustainability Goals

(Value chain transparency, total
footprint calculations)

(ESG KPIs, UN SDGs, Climate Targets, …)

Macrotrends

(societal, economical, ecological, political & geo-political)
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education, technological competency,
building resilience, fostering adaptability
with a passion for complexity, and the ability to rethink economies within the fundamental societal transformation we‘re
currently in.

As an example, how can we leverage Artificial Intelligence to crunch our climate
data, provide reliable projections, but also
to help identify the culprits behind global warming and singling out our biggest
threats?

A future-driven mindset is key to tackle
some of the most important topics of our
time. Ecological thinking means to understand how we can use technologies to
address climate change, societal inequalities, create tangible impact where it is really needed as well as addressing the risks
that technologies themselves are bringing
into our lives.

And there are more examples of how
technology, mindset, and leadership need
to go hand in hand. From carbon sequestration to redesigning energy grids, it is a
technological as well as a mindset challenge. Reviewing the energy production and
value chain, integrating renewable energy
sources into legacy infrastructure, redesigning power grids, automated distribu-

tion networks, while drastically reducing
energy- and carbon-footprint per capita
not only requires the research and engineering advances we are seeing today,
e.g., in next generation solar panels, hydrogen, alternative fuels, to AI-supported
smart grids balancing out energy peaks or even recent break-throughs in nuclear
fusion reactors, simulating the sun‘s savvy
sheer endless powerhouse. It also requires the mindset and leadership needed to
make the right decisions in policies, incentivizing change, providing the blueprint
designs for a livable environment and
desirable ecosystem. This includes tackling challenges of increasing urbanization,
the pressure humankind is exerting by
an exponential rise in population, societal upheavals, and lack of global systems
thinking.
Even electric mobility, so eagerly needed
to accelerate the exit from fossil fuels, is
built around battery storage solutions
- raising new challenges of how to solve
exploitational production chains from
mining lithium and rare earths, having a
negative impact on the environment, local
workforce, and creating new societal dependencies and inequalities. Though progress is being made, transparency along
the production chain is crucial. While it is
paramount to leverage the opportunities
of new technologies immediately, „total-

cost-of-ownership“ (TCO) must be part
of our DNA, part of the very blueprint in
designing a new society based on sustainable values.
Science holds up a mirror we can‘t ignore
In Europe, we have committed to a CO2
reduction of 58% by 2050. Will that be fast
enough, do we have a sustainable infrastructure to guide us there and go beyond,
and how can we export our knowledge
and experience to emerging markets and
geographies to help offset the global impact of rising nations? According to PwC,
the emerging markets (E7: China, India,
Indonesia, Brazil, Russia, Mexico, and Turkey) will grow 2x as fast as the advanced
markets (G7: US, UK, France, Germany,
Japan, Canada, and Italy) and will already
be double in size by 2040. This will have a
massive impact on greenhouse emissions,
if carbon-neutral technologies are not at
the center and forefront of these growing
economies.
Unlimited growth is a dangerous, if not
grossly negligent, promise in a world of
finite resources. But if we are to provide
equal access to education, health, prosperity, and well-being, this will not be possible without holding advanced nations
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responsible for sharing research, engineering, and technological advances with the
rest of the world.
We also need to consider the economic
impact if we don‘t take concise actions immediately. As the World Economic Forum
projected in 2021, we will face a total impact of -11% of global GDP by 2050 on a
+2° Celsius projection - going up to -18%
of global GDP if no mitigation actions are
taken and we maintain our current 3.2°
Celsius trajectory. Climate change will cost
our economy already, no matter what.
Even if we stayed within the Paris agreements, we would need to build considerable funds to offset consequential economic and societal damage.

Ever since the Cambrian era starting over
540 million years ago, we‘ve experienced
six major waves of extinction, most of
them as massive as losing 70% or more
of all species. Causes have been many as
far as we know from current day research,
ranging from drastic global warming
events to meteorite impacts. The last
wave, though, still ongoing today. Taking
place during the Holocene, our current
geological phase, is seeing an over 1,000
times increase to background extinction
rates. Some researchers estimate this rate

to be even higher, up to 10,000 times the
background rate of 1-5 species per year,
due to deforestation, habitat loss, climate
change, pollution, overhunting, and other
impacting factors by human civilization.
This rate could likely result in the loss of
30 - 50% of extant species by the middle
of this century. Examples of local ecosystems and habitats on the verge of collapse
are global from freshwater species in Lake
Victoria to primates in continental Africa
and South-East Asia. Aside from that, climate change will be a major contributor
to human migration, impacting mainly the
poor in rural regions of developing countries, forcing whole populations to abandon their homes if they want to survive.
Since 1880, we‘ve seen the rise of ocean levels by 21 - 24 centimeters - with a
third of that over the last 25 years alone.
In 2020, we‘ve measured a record of 91.3
millimeters above the 1993 average, the
highest in satellite record to date. It is a
common understanding in the scientific
community that we are in a vicious cycle
of melting glaciers and ice sheets, reducing earth‘s albedo (the ability to reflect
sun light), contributing to higher temperatures. Combined with seawater expansion
as it warms, global temperatures have
risen by 0.08° Celsius per decade since
1880, accelerating to 0.18° per decade

“Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world. Indeed, it is
the only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead

over the past 40 years. The World Meteorological Institute (WMO) has announced
the past 6 years being the warmest, with
2020 at 1.2° Celsius above pre-industrial
era temperature average - and has added
the bleak 20% chance of already peaking
at 1.5° by 2024. As science is already quite clear, overall mindset and leadership
commitment seem to lag.

cepts, solutions, and platform services to
achieve stricter climate goals as we have
so often proclaimed from Kyoto to Green
Deal. And, in the bigger picture, fulfill the
UN SDGs, build sustainable infrastructures, enable our upcoming younger generations, and avoid the financial and
ecological risks of a potentially collapsing
habitat.

From Decarbonization to Leadership:
It doesn‘t matter where to start - it‘s
more important to get started now

We need to think differently. How do we
maintain sustainable ecosystems for 10
billion people by 2050? New studies estimate an annual benefit of $33 billion in
urban farming with widespread positive
impacts from energy savings to nitrogen
sequestration. In high-intensity urban far-

Starting with carbon-emitting industries
as a main driver in our current climate
change, we need to actively provide con-
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ming scenarios the benefits could reach
between $80 and $160 billion per year.
Technology plays an important role in implementing sustainable ecosystems - on a
global as well as hyper-local level. Like for
one of the world‘s largest urban farming
roof-top projects in Paris, „Nature Urbaine“, with over 14,000 sqm.

having the mandate and resources to decide - and to execute. On a societal, industrial, as well as personal level.

With only a limited amount of resources
available on our „Planet A“, it will be our
biggest challenge to develop and maintain
circular economies, cradle-to-cradle value
chains, and distribute access to resources
equally on a global scale.

Mapping Technologies and Capabilities to
UN SDGs:
• Capture technological opportunities,
foster local competencies, invest into and
swiftly build and test solutions to achieve
individual as well as overarching Sustainable Development Goals 1-17

But it is hard to aggregate a powerful voice across industries, society, and policy. It
means aligning and motivating all stakeholders involved, an ongoing endeavor to
educate, empower, and provide governance, to develop guidelines and pathways to
a carbon-free future, discuss incentives,
funding, and beneficial policy strategies.
This calls for a new leadership, new ways
of approaching complex systems, and a
passion for industrial, societal, but also
personal commitments.
What is truly sustainable technology and
leadership? It’s more than a mindset. It includes knowledge, capabilities, solutions,

That would be my own roof-top pitch to
you.
Key take-aways

Corporate Transformation from a Systemic Perspective:
• Shift from shareholder to stakeholder
economy: economic and political buy-in is
critical
• Circular economies are viable, but there is a lack of executional commitment in
Boards and in Corporate Strategy
• TCO (total-cost-of-ownership) and E2E
(end-to-end) value chains are important to
calculate the whole ecological and societal
footprint of all goods produced
• Rally for corporate activism: have companies with economic power, impact on
staff, families, and communities step up

to the ecological cause - measurably and
transparently
Preparing for the Future:
• Rise of next generations: empowering
our leaders of tomorrow
• Preparing for complexities: learn and
execute with systems thinking
• Jobs of the future need to be anchored
in SDGs, otherwise they won‘t produce
sustainable value for people, communities, and local ecosystems
• The roadmap for technology and innovation needs to be synchronized with the
roadmap of societal change and drive for
equality

Pascal Morgan
CEO & Founder
think.speak.transform.

As a technology pioneer, creative thinker, and
passionate speaker, cross-industry digital transformation advisor, Pascal looks back at an almost 30-year career in IT, Technology, Media,
and Innovation as an IT Executive and strategist
for Fortune 500 companies and industry leaders
such as Coca-Cola, Deutsche Telekom, AOL, and
Pixelpark.
Pascal is founder of think.speak.transform.:
connecting, advising, researching, and internationally speaking on transformation, disruptive
technologies, new business models as well as
ethical challenges for a sustainable future. This
includes guiding startups, companies, and corporations through times of constant change. He
is member of the faculty at futur/io Institute, a
senior mentor at Germantech, co-founder of the
company builder United Peers, and previously
Board Member and Chair Academy Commission
at the European Technology Chamber. With a
love for coffee, gadgets, and people.

“My background is with youth; I am a mother, and a
grandmother and I believe strongly that we can’t solve
these problems sitting in an ecosystem where we are just
talking amongst ourselves — we have to engage youth;
we have to do it intergenerationally. We have to partner
with them [youth] .. and actually empower them. There
is a great amount of enthusiasm and energy and really anger at what’s going on with the environment from
the youth. We have to innovate trust. I saw it in the early
workshops, I see it ongoing and I think that is ... step one,
and youth need to be a part of that. I think it is an intergenerational lack of trust and I also think its hits on multiple levels … if we can develop that trust, we will be able
to help one another build solutions.”
Dianne Dain
Chief Innovation Officer
World Humanitarian Forum
Futur/io Online Event February, 2021

Before This Decade Is Out – We Need to Listen to Our Youth
Rob Chan
“Leave the world better than I had come into it.” – about the meaning of being sustainable
On a daily basis, Rob and his lovely family make conscious choices on how they can minimise their footprint on the world. As well as anchor their decisions on how they can make
a more equitable society

Leah Namugerwa
“Most people do not care what they do to the environment. I noticed adults were not willing to offer leadership and I chose to volunteer myself. Environmental injustice is injustice
to me.”

David Wicker
“We will not stop until politicians and leaders decide to take action.”

Isra Hirsi
“It is my future, it is the younger ones’ future, and it’s less the older ones’ future.”

Jessica Kleczka
“Taking action will be crucial in the months and years ahead and I urge everyone to get
involved with their local climate group now, in whatever way is accessible to you.”
“Before This Decade is Out… I will stand in solidarity with the people in global majority
countries around the world who are at the frontline of climate change.”

Maria Stenström
“Sustainable living is about corporate social responsibility and choosing companies to
work with that share my vision. It’s about pursuing knowledge, educating myself and acting upon what I know. It’s acknowledging the small steps in the bigger picture.
Sustainable living is surrounding myself with people and content who inspire and educate
as well as striving to always do more since we are facing a climate emergency.”
“Before This Decade is Out… I will live more plastic free, zero waste & involve myself more
in local climate strikes.”

Darian Woehr
“Before This Decade is Out… I will continue to tell stories through filmmaking that educate
and inspire real change in relation to our treatment of the natural world.”

How do you co-create sustainable futures?
Submit your own pledge at
www.beforethisdecadeisout.org

We believe in a world where ideas & purpose drive a regenerative
economy that respects the planetary boundaries.
Futur/io is the global continuous learning platform to learn & connect
to innovators towards achieving the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
We believe that everyone can contribute to make their working and
living environments more sustainable. We aim to allow our participants
to develop empathy for future action through insight-oriented learning.
This programme will provide participants with the ability to become a
leader for sustainable transition. Influential change-makers educate in
sustainable development, innovation, futurism, corporate strategy and
impactful leadership.
Become a Leader in Sustainable Innovation & Execution:
futur.io/sustainability
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